COMMUNICATION & ENTERTAINMENT
Contest Rules "Tango ... is",
Group choreography for the event
Tenerife Tango Juntos Festival - Tenerife May 6-12, 2019

The Contest is open to dance schools and groups of Argentine tango enthusiasts who, participating
in the Tenerife Tango Juntos Festival, which will take place in Tenerife from 6 to 12 May 2019, will
want to present their group tango choreographies. The aim of the contest is to enhance tango
schools and groups of friends who, through their performance, wish to show their love for
Argentine tango and the ability to have fun and get involved.
The intention is absolutely playful and solid: the choreographies will be presented in occasion of
free moments in various areas chosen by the organization, before the artists who make up the
Cast of the Festival, who will play the role of Jury with unquestionable opinion.
The 5 most interesting choreographies will then be shown to the public of the Festival and the city
of Arona at the Infanta Leonora Auditorium of Los Cristianos on the evening of 10 May, 2019. The
Gala of May 10 will have a completely beneficial purpose, the collection with free offer will be
donated to the pediatric hospital of the city of Arona for the construction of a musical
entertainment area for hospitalized children. The solidarity project is realized thanks to the
collaboration of the Municipality of Arona and the Rotary Club of the City.
During the evening the selected choreographies will be awarded with plaques, certificates, prizes.
First Prize: A dinner for the entire group of dancers offered by the organization at the restaurant
adjacent to the Festival venues.
Medals for the first 3 classified
Other prizes will be announced on the festival website.
All participants will receive a Participation certificate.
In addition, the videos and photographs of the performances will be conveyed on all the social
media available to the organization, thus helping to promote the protagonists of the
choreographies, and of course their dance Teachers, at international level.
1) To participate you need to:
A- Being registered for the "Tenerife Tango Juntos" Festival
B- Write an email to the Festival organization info@edure.it indicating the title of the
choreography, the names and the number of participants, the name of the tango school and the
Teachers, the duration of the piece of music.
2) Maximum duration 5 minutes
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3) Minimum number of participants: 4 people
4) Admissions will be accepted until exhaustion of available places.
5) The participation in the contest implies the unreserved acceptance of these Rules and any
supplementary rules that the organization reserves to introduce and that assume equivalent value
to the same Regulation.
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